As a global operating online-company we have high expectations of our business
partners
Since 2010 Thrust Vector Ltd. are recognized as an important connector for global businesses
between the western and eastern world.
With a full service package ranging from assisting companies with drafting the specifications for their
product, the location of suppliers, on-site quality audits by proved local representatives all the way to
logistics and even marketing activities, Thrust Vector accomplishes, that companies can run their
business successful on the worldwide market.
Their experience and knowledge about the eastern market, which includes the specific differences in
doing business, governmental issues, product placement, communication challenges, combined with
their western management know-how, make them a unique and trustful partner.
Of course Thrust Vector also supports eastern companies to do business in the western market as
already described.
Starting with decentralized systems, while the company was continuously fast growing, Thrust Vector
came quickly to a point of losing control of information, because of the mass of data. Specific
information like comparing article prices of vendors and customers, currency translations, logistics,
sales quotes, open orders, credit memos, open invoices, reorders etc., but also very specific
requirements were not easy to handle anymore. Another solution was needed. After defining the
system requirements the search began. Because of Thrust Vectors huge network in business and the
good reputation of Microsoft Dynamics NAV and LeBit Software & Consult GmbH the business
partnership between the two companies began.
“To find the right partners for a worldwide business is not so easy - you require top quality, full-time
service, but also payable conditions.
LeBit Software & Consult GmbH, as our Microsoft Dynamics NAV Center, is such a partner. They fulfill
our expected points of an ERP-System with an top package of employees, who have business
knowledge, established experience and a diverse mix of people, who understand their job as well as
the customers‘ needs.
Our first project was a great success and we are using Microsoft Dynamics NAV effectually with the
specific industry modifications from LeBit. Right now we have some modifications to be done,
because of the shift of the markets, but with LeBit as our partner, we know that we will also
succesfully implement our new system requirements.
As the CEO of Thrust Vector Ltd. I recommend LeBit Software & Consult GmbH to every company,
who wants to know how to use an ERP-System right for the specific company goals and to get
projects done in time, in quality and on budget.“
With kind regards,

Jan-Philipp Lauer (CEO, Thrust Vector Ltd.)

